THE UN GIVEN PERMISSION TO POLICE THE UNITED STATES?
I feel that Yahweh has been telling me that the forthcoming elections will be either
nullified or prevented by Barack Hussein Obama. It is no secret that the current president is at
best a psychopath, one that intent on destroying America and establishing a Communist and/or
Islamic caliphate.
There have been many that say that Obama is going to try to snatch away the guns of the
citizenry to prepare for a UN takeover of our nation, but I do not think that he will do this before
the occupation; it just doesn’t figure. Today I found an article that I’d like to editorialize to show
you that things are a brewing to lock down the United States and hand it over to the UN for a
short time.
U.S. approves UN use of force to protect civilians in conflict
UNITED NATIONS — The United States has announced its support for a set of principles
that give a green light for U.N. peacekeeping troops and police to use force to protect
civilians in armed conflicts.
U.S. Ambassador Samantha Power told a high-level U.N. meeting Wednesday focusing
on the responsibility to protect civilians that the United States was “proud” and
“humbled” to join 28 other countries that have pledged to abide by the 18 pledges.
U.N. peacekeepers from these 29 countries are now required to act in cases where
civilians are in danger.
“The Kigali Principles are designed to make sure that civilians are not abandoned by the
international community again,” she said, recalling how U.N. peacekeepers left Rwanda
before the 1994 genocide and Srebrenica before the 1995 massacre.
[Source: http://www.militarytimes.com/story/military/2016/05/11/us-approves-un-useforce-protect-civilians-conflict/84253768/
Firstly, and to lighten the mood a bit, let me say that someone should educate
Ambassador Samantha Power about word meanings. She states that the U.S. is proud and
humbled at the same time. With all of the education that this woman has, she does not have the
presence of mind to know that the terms “proud,” and “humbled,” are polar opposites? I know
that this is a word combination that the less educated use incorrectly, but hell, this is a supposed
educated woman makes such a statement. Perhaps I should remember that she’s a liberal and that

liberalism is a mental disorder and I shouldn’t expect someone insane to use proper terms. That
an educated person would say such a thing makes me happily sad.
When liberals and communists speak we should examine every word that they say
because most of their speak is symbolic. I think that the key word that we need to examine in the
article is the word “conflict.” What exactly is a conflict and how could it be applied to having
UN troops roaming the streets of America? The word conflict is defined as:
con·flict
noun
noun: conflict; plural noun: conflicts
ˈkänˌflikt/
1. 1.
a serious disagreement or argument, typically a protracted one.
§

a prolonged armed struggle.
“overseas conflicts”

§

an incompatibility between two or more opinions, principles, or interests.
“there was a conflict between his business and domestic life”

Psychology
a condition in which a person experiences a clash of opposing wishes or needs.
verb
verb: conflict; 3rd person present: conflicts; past tense: conflicted; past participle:
conflicted; gerund or present participle: conflicting
kənˈflikt,ˈkänˌflikt/
1. 1.
be incompatible or at variance; clash.

•

having or showing confused and mutually inconsistent feelings.

When we see all of the definitions for “conflict,” and we look at the conditions that exist
here in the States currently it becomes clear that all apply to the word “conflict” that the UN
resolution embodies. Causes like “Black Lives Matter,” and Muslim Jihad in this nation have
created an armed conflict, those mentioned using firearms (as in the case of the murder of the
Dallas police officers) and/or explosive devices, mostly used against civilians. The same is a
incompatibility between two opinions and a clash of two or more groups in regard to wishes and
needs and it is showing confused and inconsistent feelings. With this in mind, and using these
definitions, all of which apply, now that the US has agreed to the legislation it is conceivable that
Obama could call in the UN troops right now.
It is important to remember that Obama is a psychopath, so it really doesn’t matter what
it will take to accomplish his goals. There is a caveat however. In order to get the international
community to recognize that there is a conflict, it has to be more than word slinging and small
skirmishing. While Black Lives Matter is a contrived racial issue, most of the world has racial
problems and it really isn’t enough to justify calling to the UN for help. There needs to be an
armed conflict where civilians are being killed for the UN to intervene.
While Obama’s promise was to bring people together, he has done the opposite. He has
incited racial hatred by using situations to light the fires of unrest. He has gone out of his way to
inflate the racial issue and to demonize not only police officers, but white people in general. He
has opened up old wounds that had for the most part healed. In essence, Obama is a manure
disturber. His goal, I feel, is to force the races into a fight so that the guns will come out and as is
usually the case, innocents will be killed. What is also bothersome is that the liberal media,
which is just about every media outlet that you can see on television and hear on the radio are
propaganda machines for Obama. A few protests that happen in selected cities are made to look
like they are happening all over the nation, causing ill will in communities that are not
participating in such things. Fire always seeks out new fuel, and the news media provides an
avenue for the fire to spread.
The smart thing for Americans of all races, creeds and colors to do is to resist the urge to
join in with the protesters. If all people can keep a cool head and not be incited by the antics of
the Racist in Chief we might survive and prosper. My concern is that people do not think things
out and they are quick to be part of something that makes them feel important. On our radio
show last night my cohost Kristin exhorted people to remain calm and not to fall into the mob

mentality. She is right. Even the most innocent person can become corrupt when they enter in
with a mob of protesters.
So here is what I think will happen. Obama is going to continue to incite hatred and
discord. He will be successful in his mission and his wish will come true, there will be a race war
that will involve arms on both sides. This will be the conflict that he has wanted. It will cause
him to call in the UN to police the nation and to take arms away from the American People.
After we are unarmed, he will thank the UN, who will leave the nation because an unarmed
people can be policed by police officers, the National Guard and the US Military that has been
purged of leaders that are really American in values and beliefs. Obama will be an official
dictator and the US will not be the US that it has been from its inception.
Get used to it folks. All of this hubbub about Trump vs. Clinton is really moot. The real
enemy is not seen, but he or it runs things from behind the scenes. Therefore, it is important for
Christians in America to come back to the Kingdom of Yahweh, forsaking this world and the
things in it that pull them away from Yahweh Yeshua. It’s time to come out of her His People.
Fear Yahweh and obey Him and you will find life.

